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Twelfth Night play brings audience lots of laughs
The cast puts modern twist on the hilarious Shakespearean comedy

What’s Inside
NEWS
RESPECT FOR THE DEAF
AND HARD OF HEARING
Microaggressions and stigmatization
for this group were discussed
at recent IC event. PAGE 2

ALL IN DEMOCRACY CHALLENGE
The College encourages students
to vote today and represent the
youth of America. PAGE 3
OPINION
DAKOTA ACCESS PIPELINE
Editors discuss the merits of checking
into the Standing Rock Indian
Reservation page on Facebook.
PAGE 4

SAINT MARY’S PERFORMING ARTS DEPARTMENT put on “Twelfth Night,” a comedy about a twins who end up separated by a shipwreck and forging new identities. (Courtesy of Gerry Serrano)

BY ALEXA GAMBERO
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Last weekend, the Saint Mary’s Performing Arts and Theatre Program
presented their production of William
Shakespeare’s famed comedy, “Twelfth
Night: Or What You Will,” directed by
Daniel Larlham. This adaptation of the
play, first performed in 1602, was set in
the early twentieth century and included
multiple musical numbers and covers of
Florence + the Machine songs, featuring
soloists Lindsay Kathryn Ford, Nakia
Gibbs, and Olivia Hass.
Set in Illyria, which the show’s program described as “a place by the sea,
before the loss of innocence,” “Twelfth
Night” tells the story of twins Sebastian
and Viola, played by Oscar O’Donnell and
Olivia Hass, who wash up on Illyrian sand
after a shipwreck. Throughout the play,
Viola and Sebastian are under the impression that their twin has disappeared.
In order to recover after the shipwreck, Viola decides to dress herself as
a messenger named Cesario in order to
serve the lovesick Duke Orsino, played by
Ezeani Angelo Chukwudebe. As the plot
progresses, a love triangle forms between
Cesario, Duke Orsino, and noblewoman

Olivia, played by Quinci Walker. In the
meantime, a comedic scheme to humiliate Olivia’s butler, Malvolio, played by
Jigmey Penjor, is orchestrated by Olivia’s
handmaiden Maria, played by Amanda
Ramos.
This sort of trickery and confusion
can only occur on the twelfth night of
Christmas, a time when the people in
power and the heads of household were
subject to the rule and manipulation of
their servants.
One theme of the show, as described
by Amanda Ramos (Maria), was reversal.
According to Ramos, many aspects of this
play are based on reversing roles, identities, and ways of thinking.
“Reversal is played out in many different ways in this play, such as reversal of
status or reversal of relationship. However, as the play unfolds and the characters begin to realize the truth about
other characters’ identity, we also see a
reversal of thinking — the idea that what
we believe about others can be flipped
around entirely,” said Ramos. “It teaches
us how we can never assume anything
about anyone — especially when it comes
[to] identity.”
Typically, a Shakespearean comedy is
marked by its ending. Instead of death, it

ends in marriage. This comedy does end
in multiple marriages, it is filled with humor, most of which was provided by the
play’s jokesters — Feste, played by Nakia
Gibbs, Sir Andrew Aguecheek, played by
Justin Howard, Fabian, played by Hannah Keihl, and Sir Toby Belch, played by
Miguel Angeles.
Overall, the show was considered a
success by the production team, performers, and audiences. Nakia Gibbs,
who played Feste, commented that the
Saint Mary ’s production of “Twelfth
Night” was so successful because the
Theatre Program was able to cater to a
college audience, despite the Elizabethan language of the script.
“ We made our production unique
by embodying our characters through
comedy and through our different vocal
ranges to bring our characters to life in
order to make sure the audience gets it
and gets what we’re saying,” Gibbs said.
“[We perform in ways] our ensemble
can relate to, so it’s what the audience
can relate to.”
The next Performing Arts Department
events will be a Student Recital Series
on Nov. 16, and the Kaleidoscope Dance
Performance on Nov. 17-19.

CAMPUS CHATTERBOX
Student’s thoughts on the
upcoming election and why
having it on a Tuesday can ruin
someone’s week. PAGE 5
CULTURE

STOP SHAMING CHRISTMAS MUSIC
Explore why Christmas music
should not only be accepted, but
celebrated, before Thanksgiving.
PAGE 6
SPORTS

All In Challenge encourages college students to vote
BY TERRILYN HO
NEWS EDITOR
As many are aware, today is the second
Tuesday of November, otherwise known
as Election Day, meaning that there will
be tension, hope, and confusion during this high-stakes election. This year,
Saint Mary’s College is participating in
the All In Campus Democracy Challenge,
encouraging students to vote. As one of
170 colleges and universities who have
joined this event, the challenge hopes to
inspire a lifelong obligation to remaining
informed on political issues, seeking democratic engagement, and striving to be
involved members of their communities.
In the previous presidential election,

back in 2012, there was a voter turnout
of 51.8 percent out of all eligible undergraduates for Saint Mary’s, and the College hopes to improve these figures with
this year’s election.

“If you don’t support
either candidate,
a lot won’t vote
for that reason.”
In comparison, national figures for undergraduates across colleges and universities in America had a 46.9 percent voter
turnout rate. According to Steve Woolp-

ert, a Professor of Politics, “Schools that
receive exemplary voter turnout rates
among their undergraduates in this fall’s
election will receive awards at a national
ceremony.”
A campus report for Saint Mary ’s
student voting rates was released by the
National Study of Learning, Voting, and
Engagement, showing that 73.9 percent
of students were registered to vote, but
only 70.1 percent of registered students
voted.
There were students who were ineligible to vote based on a number of reasons,
some of which included being too young
(under the age of 18), being an IPEDS
estimated non-resident alien, and having
see All In Challenge, page 3

WOMEN’S SOCCER
Gaels celebrate seniors during
Senior Day and defeat LMU 2-1 in
final match of the season. PAGE 7

MEN’S SOCCER DEFEATS GONZAGA,
KEEPS TITLE HOPES ALIVE
The Gaels defeated the Bulldogs
3-1 on Sunday afternoon during
Senior Day celebration. PAGE 8
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IC promotes awareness for d/Deaf and hard of hearing
Why hearing people have privilege and how to recognize it
BY RAMYA RAMAMOORTHY
STAFF WRITER
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

When we think of privilege, we
often think of racial or gender
privilege. And even when we do
think of ability privilege, we tend
to focus on physical abilities.
The REACH Program held by
the Intercultural Center shined
light on another aspect of ability
privilege: hearing.
REACH programs focus on a
specific social justice issue and
invite speakers, such as artists
and filmmakers, to elaborate
on the topic. Hearing is something that many people take for
granted and which many aspects
of life actually depend on. These
include music or fire alarms that,
underestimated privileges for
those who can hear.
Through an overview of the d/
Deaf/Hard of Hearing communities, the REACH event made
students aware that hearing
people have certain privileges in
society, but d/Deaf/Hard of Hearing identities also have their own
rich culture.
Jaontra Henderson and Elisabeth Castro, two Student Leaders
Initiating Diversity Education,
were the discussion facilitators
for this event and they collaborated with the Student Disability Services as well as Diverse
Abilities.
To start off the conversation,
Henderson and Castro asked
students what they already knew
about deafness. Next, the two
facilitators focused on the definitions of the varying terms used
to describe deafness. As you may
have noticed above, I mentioned
d/Deaf/Hard of Hearing identities. Yes, these three terms have

different meanings.
To give brief definitions, the
term “deaf ” with the small “d”
focuses on the medical side and
it simply means that the person
cannot hear. The term “Deaf ”
with the capital “D” means that
the person is an active member of
the Deaf culture, uses American
Sign Language, participates in
the Deaf community, has Deaf
friends, and more.
According to the video “d/
Deaf/HOH Identities” shown
during the event, Hard of Hearing means “they’re more in the
middle. It might mean a mild
hearing difference.” This means
they do not identify as hearing
but they also do not see themselves as d/Deaf. One common
term that is used to refer to
people who are d/Deaf/HOH
is “hearing impaired.” However, the video showed that this
term could often be offensive to
some people, as it has a negative connotation. On the other
hand, there are some people
who choose to use this term to
describe themselves.
One important lesson to remember is that each person has
their own choice on what term
they prefer to identify with and
that we must respect each person’s choice.
After the brief introduction
on the different definitions, students watched a video titled “Can
You Read My Lips?” This video
showed a variety of people talking, but the volume was muted.
The challenge was to read the lips
of the people in the video when
there was no sound. Henderson
and Castro then shifted the topic
to audism, which means discrimination against d/Deaf/HOH

identities. In addition, they led a
discussion on microaggressions
toward d/Deaf/HOH people.
Henderson and Castro made
the REACH Program more applicable to the community at Saint
Mary’s by inviting two students
who identify as d/Deaf/HOH to
give their personal stories.
Claire, one of the students,
noted “I appreciated that I was
given an opportunity to tell my
story and I hope that my story
was able to help people see what
one deaf person’s life is like. Also
I was really pleased that many of
them acknowledged their hearing
privilege and that they wanted
to know how to be a strong ally
for those who have a hearing
disability.”
After having a question-and-

“They deserve just
as much respect and
recognition as any
other human being.”
answer session, students watched
a video on tips to have a conversation with someone who is d/
Deaf/HOH. Tips included asking
for their preferred method of
communication mostly because
each person’s method differs.
These included: learning sign
language, facing the person when
talking, not “testing” someone’s
deafness by covering one’s mouth
when talking, and being patient.
Patience is an integral part of
communication with someone
who is d/Deaf/HOH. If they are
reading your lips in order to
understand what you are saying, that means they are accommodating you; therefore, it is

important that you do the same
for them.
Elisabeth Castro, one of the
discussion facilitators, reflected
on the program and said, “I think
it’s important to learn more
about the d/Deaf and hard of
hearing community because they
deserve just as much respect and
recognition as any other human
being. There is a lack of knowledge about and empathy for
how d/Deaf and hard of hearing
people maneuver in our hearing
society, and how we, with hearing
privilege, often make their lives
more difficult than it needs to be.
The least we could do is educate
ourselves to try to be allies.”
Toward the end of the program,
students had the chance to watch
a video about how architecture
can affect d/Deaf/HOH people.
Essentially, d/Deaf/HOH people’s hearing varies depending
on a variety of factors, such as the
lighting of the room, the width
of the staircase, and the colors of
the chairs.
To conclude the program, the
discussion facilitators Henderson and Castro asked for suggestions on how Saint Mary’s can
be more accommodating for d/
Deaf/HOH identities. Suggestions included having interpreters in classrooms, starting
American Sign Language classes,
and providing closed captioning
during class films.
Although these policies might
take a while to be put into action,
it is never too late to take the step
ourselves. Acts such as looking
people in the face when talking
and being patient are great initiatives to battle the audism that
many d/Deaf/HOH identities
often face.

Crime Beat
10/27/16
11:30 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage intoxicated
student in McKeon Pavilion transported home by roommate;
referred to Community Life

Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Hurt ankle - transported by friend from Alioto
Recreation Center to John Muir
Hospital; referred to Health &
Wellness Center

10/30/16
6:45 p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Missing tennis equipment from Korth Tennis Courts
- referred to Loss Prevention
and Athletics

10/29/16
9:15 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage possession
of alcohol and paraphernalia
in Ageno C; referred to Community Life

10/29/16
9:30 p.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Transported from
Aquinas Hall to Contra Costa
Regional Medical Center; referred to CAPS

10/29/16
10:00 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Knife confiscated
from student in Aquinas Hall;
referred to Community Life

10/30/16
9:30 p.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Welfare Check in
Sabette Hall - checked out OK;
referred to CAPS

10/31/16
4:19 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Food cooking set off
alarm (no fire, smoke, or scorching) in Ageno East; referred to
Facilities Services and Residential Experience

10/30/16
10:16 a.m.
Incident: Food cooking set off
alarm in Guerrieri West; referred to Facilities Services and
Residential Experience
10/27/16

8:54 p.m.

11/1/16		
4:22 a.m.
Incident: Burglary Alarm
Synopsis: Unknown cause in
IT Trailer - no forced entry;
referred to Facilities Services
11/2/16		
11:45 p.m.

Incident: Information
Synopsis: Suspicious person in
Alioto Recreation Center - unable to locate; closed
11/3/16		
12:00 a.m.
Incident: Burglary Alarm
Synopsis: Unknown cause in
IT Trailer - no forced entry;
referred to Facilities Services
10/31/16
12:39 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Pot left on hot stove in
Ageno West - no fire or scorching, but room was filled with
smoke; referred to Facilities
Services and Residential Experience
11/2/16		
11:45 a.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Reckless riding of a
bicycle in De La Salle Drive; re-

ferred to Community Life
11/2/16		
10:00 p.m.
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Unwanted amorous
conversations in Brother Cornelius Art Center; referred to
Community Life
11/3/16		
4:45 p.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Possible neck injury
in Sil Garaventa Soccer Field
- transported to John Muir
Hospital; referred to Health &
Wellness Center
11/3/16		
8:20 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Food cooking set off
alarm in Freitas Hall - no fire,
smoke, or scorching; referred to
Facilities Services and Residential Experience

Correction
In the Tuesday, Nov. 1 issue of
The Collegian, it was stated on
page 1 that “Asociated Students
President, Bridged Lanigan, collaborated with the End the Silence
Committee.”

The name should have been
spelled “Bridget Lanigan” instead
of “Bridged Lanigan.”
The Collegian strives to maintain
accuracy and regrets these errors.
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NEWS
ALL IN Challenge: Urges students to vote in this election and remain represented
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
blocked FERPA records. This
resulted in a final 51.8 percent
of eligible undergraduates who
were able to vote.
The 2014 midterm election
saw much lower rates in comparison, with 61.9 percent of students registering to vote and 32.1
percent of registered students
attempting to vote. The final
voting rate was 19.9 percent after
taking into account the students
who were eligible.
Pew Research Center has collected data, showing that the
voter turnout rate in the 2012
Presidential election for the
18-24 age demographic was 41.2
percent, a vast difference from
the voter turnout rate for individuals 65 and older, which was
at 71.9 percent. This disparity
continues to plague researchers
and casts on millennials the stig-

ma that the youth are apathetic
about being politically involved.
Sam McCoy ‘19, commented,
“People who are [my] age see
not voting as a form of protest almost. If you don’t support either
candidate, a lot won’t vote for
that reason. The older generation sees it as a right to exercise.
Many of [my] peers look at this
election and think that their one
vote won’t change anything.”
According to Woolpert, “One
of the biggest barriers for students to register and vote is lack
of understanding about registration deadlines, where to register
(their home or school address),
ID requirements, [etc.]” To make
voting easy, Saint Mary’s has
their own online voting portal,
called SMC Turbovote: stmarysca.turbovote.org, which gives
students reminders on what to
prep for on Election Day and
other useful information.

UNDERGRADUATE VOTERS are encouraged to vote. (Photo courtesy of www.allinchallenge.org)

Voter registration resources can also be found on Saint
Mary’s official website, in the
Politics Department under Election Dialogues 2016. The page

includes resources that allow
a student to get informed on
the process of voting as well as
important political topics and
information to consider.

Campus Snapshots

Campus
Calendar
Solidarity Supper
Tuesday, November 8
5:30 p.m.
Mission & Ministry Center Lounge
Contact Nick Van Santen
nv5@stmarys-ca.edu
Honoring our Vets on Veteran’s
Day
Wednesday, November 9
12:00-2:00 p.m.
Ferrogiarro Hall: Quad
Contact Cynthia Cutshall
cac13@stmarys-ca.edu
Chinaka Hodge
Thursday, November 10
7:30-8:30 p.m.
LeFevre Theatre
Contact Ryan McKinley
x4414
Honors Program Information
Sessions
Friday, November 11 & Monday,
November 14
3:30 p.m.
De La Salle: Hagerty Lounge
Contact Audrey Freeman
af6@stmarys-ca.edu
Hunger Games
Sunday, November 13
12:00-4:00 p.m.
Across Campus
Contact Dystopian Society
dystopian@stmarys-ca.edu

A FERAL CAT was spotted mid-afternoon, roaming around campus. (Sofia Jeremias/COLLEGIAN)

LEGACY GARDEN got in the Halloween spirit with candy corn and skulls. (Kristen Geibel/COLLEGIAN)

Africa Movie: Life Above All
Monday, November 14
6:00-8:00 p.m.
De La Salle: Hagerty Lounge
Contact Lorinda Cunha
lrc3@stmarys-ca.edu
Let’s Kick Butts Bingo Night
Monday, November 14
8:00-10:00 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga
Room
Contact Campus Activities Board
cabdirector@stmarys-ca.edu

DAY OF THE DEAD kicks off with Ballet Folklorico performance. (Sofia Jeremias/COLLEGIAN)

FAIR TRADE FRIDAY lets students to try free coffee, tea, and candy samples (Kristen Geibel/COLLEGIAN)

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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OPINION
The protests against Dakota Access Pipeline#NoDAPL

Checking in on Facebook promotes solidarity and builds more awareness for those protesting in North Dakota
BY ZAYRA RIVERA
COPY EDITOR
This past Monday, Facebook
users began checking in to
Standing Rock Indian Reservation in order to join in solidarity
with Native Americans against
the Dakota A ccess Pipeline
(DAPL). The Pipeline is being
designed to transport oil from
North Dakota to Illinois. The
Standing Rock Sioux tribe have
been protesting DAPL because
it travels directly under the
Missouri River, main source of
water for the tribe. Although
officials claim that pipelines are
safe, even the most reinforced
ones have been known to leak.
A leak to any degree would inevitably contaminate the only
water source used by the Standing Rock Sioux. The project is
further being protested because
the DAPL would cut across
Native American sacred burial
ground. Though these grounds
may not specifically be on the
reservation, the value of the

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES in North Dakota gathering together to protest against the Dakota Access Pipeline (Photo courtesy of The Atlantic)

land has immeasurable worth
to the members of the Standing
Rock Sioux tribe. Not only is the
pipeline causing damage to the
environment, but it is also seriously hurting Native American
history.
So how does checking in to

Facebook help with any of this?
Protesters who had checked in
to the Standing Rock Indian
reservation were allegedly being
targeted by the police through
social media. Due to this, activists at the Reservation called
others to action via the internet.

Though the thousands of people
who checked into Facebook
may not have actually been at
Standing Rock, their numbers
are meant to scramble the police
attempting to track protestors.
It can be argued whether or not
the police actually had access

to targeting people through
social media—but either way
the impact of “checking in” has
created a greater contribution
to the movement.
The movement against the
Dakota Access Pipeline began in
2014 according to Time Magazine, and has been growing ever
since. So why are people just
noticing now? The answer is
simple: social media. Because
this generation is obsessed with
all things Facebook and Instagram, “checking in” has spread
like wildfire. The action created
more awareness and curiosity
about the Dakota Access Pipeline. Whether the rumors about
the police using social media
were true or not, “checking-in”
has created an informed public
that continues to expand the
#NoDAPL movement. Furthermore, it has allowed a greater
public to be able to “stand” in
solidarity alongside the Standing Rock Sioux regardless of
physical distance.

Viral movements must be multidimensional, more can be done for DAPL protesters then simply checking in
BY JACOB TURNROSE
OPINION EDITOR
“Put some extra ice in that sh*t”,
rapper Eminem once said during
a performance. He was referring
to a cooler of cold water a couple
feet to the side, held by pop star
Rihanna. Seconds later, the cooler
was dumped all over Slim Shady’s
head, who shook it off like it was
nothing.
Celebrities are weird.
However, this was not an isolated incident. Back in the summer
of 2014, a unique phenomenon
spread across the United States.
Millions of people, rich and poor
alike, decided to willingly dump
ice cold water on themselves. Of
course, I’m talking about the ALS
Ice Bucket Challenge.
Full disclosure, I had to look
up what ALS stood for prior to
writing this article. If a guy off
the street came up and asked, “Do
you remember going on Facebook
back in 2014 and seeing all of your
friends and relatives dumping
water on themselves?” I would
chuckle and say “Yeah! Why are
you asking me this, strange man?”
If he replied with, “Well, do you remember why everyone was doing
that?” I would be forced to stare
at him blankly. I wouldn’t know
what to say.
I had no idea what the challenge
was about, I just remembered
seeing everyone I knew sopping
wet and quietly questioning their
sanity to myself.
If anyone needs a reminder, ALS
stands for amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis, which is more commonly
known in the U.S. as Lou Gehrig’s
disease. The Ice Bucket Challenge
was started by victims of ALS in
hopes of raising awareness for the
disease. The challenge had two
options that participants could
choose between. People could either dump a frosty bucket of water
over their heads, or they could donate to organizations dedicated to
researching cures for the disease,
such as the ALS Association.

PROTESTERS holding up signs and fighting against the completion of the Dakota Access Pipeline (Photo courtesy of Mother Jones)

While I didn’t do my research
on ALS, a lot people, people more
passionate and responsible than I,
did do their research. According to
the ALS Association, the group received $41.8 million in donations
from 700,000 new people between
July 29th and August 21st, when
the Ice Bucket Challenge was in
its viral state. This is more than
double the $19.4 million that the
group received for the entire year
of the 2013.
While not everyone who participated in the challenge donated, it
is completely accurate to say that
the challenge had a concrete affect
on the research of ALS.
I’m less sure about the effectiveness of another viral movement
happening right now regarding the
Dakota Access Pipeline being built
in the Midwest. Last Monday, on
Halloween, I was pretty shocked
to see that almost all of my friends
had somehow migrated to the
Standing Rock Indian Reservation in North Dakota. I quickly
realized, of course, that this was
not the case.
One million Facebook users
checked in remotely to the Standing Rock Indian Reservation page.

This mass online movement was
a reaction to a viral meme stating
that the Morton County Sheriff’s
Department was using check ins
on that same Facebook page to
target camps in the Standing Rock
Reservation.
The idea behind “checking in”
was to overwhelm and confuse
the police department, rendering
it impossible for law enforcement
to disrupt the camps. The meme
claims that this is, “a concrete
action that can protect people putting their bodies and well-beings
on the line that we can do without
leaving our homes.” I’m not so sure
about that.
Like most people, I’m horrified by the footage of attack dogs
being used against protestors in
North Dakota. I’m angered that
the dissenting voices of our country’s most vulnerable are being
ignored. However, is the simple
act of “checking in” really doing
anything to help the situation of
the indigenous protesters?
On one hand, like the Ice Bucket
Challenge, “checking in” has created more awareness to a current
problem. The protests in Standing
Rock against the pipeline now have

the attention of the White House.
Barack Obama has said that he is in
contact with various government
agencies in pursuing a route for the
pipeline that does not run through
sacred Native American lands.
I’m still left wondering if people
“checking in” are doing anything
else for the movement. Many of
the soaking wet participants of
the Ice Bucket Challenge gave

their money, so what else are these
people doing for the protesters in
Standing Rock Indian Reservation?
Even if “checking in” did indeed confuse law enforcement
officials trying to target protesters,
this would be a small victory in a
long war that the protesters are
prepared to fight. Protesters are
prepared to stay in encampments
over winter where temperatures
can get below zero.
Donating money to the various
camps in North Dakota is a more
concrete way to help. Protesters
need supplies to get them through
the winter, and they need money
to release those who have been
arrested for practicing civil disobedience.
I’m always skeptical of viral online movements such as these. I’m
quick to write off those who engage
in these movements as ineffective.
However, I do see the merit in
both movements mentioned. I insist, however, that those “checking
in” to Standing Rock pursue others
ways to help.
Just like how dumping water
over one’s head is not enough to
fight ALS, checking into Facebook
is not, in it of itself, enough to fight
DAPL.

One of many FACEBOOK POSTS checking into North Dakota (Photo courtesy of The Heavy)
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OPINION
Wildlife adds quirkiness to the Saint Mary’s experience
BY SOFIA JEREMIAS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
I woke up every morning of
freshmen year to the sound of
turkeys. I’d look out the window
and see these feathered friends
strutting through the Mitty/
Justin commons.
When returning from late
night expeditions, I’d step off
the bus and greet a bewildered
herd of deer grazing on the chapel lawn.
We temporarily had goats on
campus, eager to clean up the
brush and occasionally visiting
students’ dorms.
Apparently, wild boars also
grace the Saint Mary’s hills.
Cows have been known to
escape from their hillside pastures and roam around campus,
mingling with the student body.
The array of wildlife is part
of what makes Saint Mary ’s

unquestionably quirky. Our
proximity to pastures and woodlands makes day to day life at a
secluded college a little more
interesting.
What other student could say
they’d been warned on orientation day to ‘beware of the feral
cats— DO NOT try to pet them.’
Sophomore year I had a more
frightening encounter with the
wildlife. While hiking in the
pastures I stumbled upon a full
grown mountain lion. I stopped
in my tracks and my mind went
blank. Luckily, I did not try to
run. We looked at each other
for a few moments, and then
the animal walked away. Once
its back was turned, I ran back
down the hill as quickly as I
could, ignoring the brush and
nettles that clung to my clothes.
I’ve also been threatened by
young bulls mingling with their
more docile mothers. Many

hikes were cut short by a bull’s
insistence that if I walked closer, I would be sure to regret it.
Encounters with wildlife have
become a source of humor and
lore at Saint Mary ’s. Rumors
circulate about the origin of the
feral cats (are the office ladies
their benefactors?), whether
or not hunting turkeys is sanctioned by the college, or whether an albino raccoon wanders
around terrorizing residents.
The most magical and cherished memory I have at Saint
Mary’s was leading a lost calf
back to its herd. As the calf galloped down the hillside with
a joyful bleat, I felt glad I had
ended up in such a bewildering
landscape.
Although the early morning
cries of turkeys may anger sleep
deprived or hung-over students,
they are a quintessential part
of campus life. Other students

A majestic DEER, an animal that roams around the SMC campus at night (Photo courtesy of WIkipedia)

may enjoy the benefits of reliable public transportation, late
night activities, or easy access to
grocery stores, but our lack of all
these things presents a special

gift. Saint Mary’s students truly
share their space with the wildlife around them. The animals
are making space for us, not the
other way around.

Trump criticizing Jay Z’s lyrics is ironic and hypocritical
BY ALEXA GAMBERO
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
On Nov. 4, the Hillary Clinton
campaign sponsored a “Get Out the
Vote” concert, headlined by Jay Z in
Cleveland, Ohio. Packed with performances from J Cole, Chance the
Rapper, and Beyoncé, the concert
aimed to rally the support of young
black voters, a demographic that has
shown animosity towards Clinton
in the past.
This election has been more than
divisive for Americans of all ages,
races, and genders. Clear evidence

of this divide emerged following the
concert, when white conservatives
started to bash Jay Z for performing his own songs during a concert
he was headlining, deeming the
language and subject matter inappropriate and offensive. I am not
entirely sure what types of words
these critics expected to hear from
a rapper, but the criticisms that have
come out of this concert — that was
not aimed at a white conservative
audience in the first place — are too
absurd to overlook.
It does not take extensive knowledge of music history to know that

rap and hip-hop emerged as an
artistic outlet in black communities,
and that it was pioneered by young
people. So, the Clinton campaign’s
choice to invite black artists to a
concert that sought to rally the support of young people of color seems
like a practical way for Clinton to try
and redeem herself to people whose
communities were directly affected
by parts of her husband’s legislation.
Besides that, voters were given the
chance to have fun and be entertained by some of the most popular
performers of our time, but Clinton
criticizers did not see it that way.

Donald Trump, of course, had a
response to Jay Z’s lack of self-censorship during his concert, saying,
“I tell you what, I’ve never said what
he said in my life.” While it’s true that
Trump may not have used the exact
same string of words in conversation
that Jay Z uses in his verses, he has
been on the record making many
profane statements, including a
promise to “bomb the sh** out of
ISIS,” the horrifying claim that it is
ok to “f***” married women, and, of
course, the “grab her by the p****”
proclamation. Maybe I am not looking in the right places, but I did not

come across the same outrage over
these statements as I did last week
after the Clinton concert.
It is baffling to see that at this point
in the election, voters are hung up
on criticizing musicians for singing
the original versions of their own
music at concerts. Since today is
Election Day, it is imperative for all
of us to study the actual presidential
candidates’ policies and consider
how their presidencies could affect
us and the people we love. Whether
or not you choose to listen to Jay Z’s
music on your way to your polling
place is up to you.

Campus Chatterbox
Question of the week

What is your
opinion on Election Day being held on a
Tuesday?
What’s your opinion on the
election being held on a Tuesday?
“It’s okay because it’s easy to
vote absentee in California”
“I don’t think there is anything wrong with it, as long as
the polls are open outside of
working hours”
“I’ve lived with it all my life,
I’ve never really thought about
it”
“I question how accessible
it is”
“Absentee ballot is clutch”
“Isn’t it always on a Tuesday?”
“The process of voting on a
weekday might be problematic

for some people”
“I’m wondering how central
Tuesday is [in our election process] with all the absentee votes
sent in”
“Historically, it’s on a Tuesday
because people had to travel
long distances to vote. Voting
used to be a two day process
for many people, one day to
travel and one day to vote. Voting couldn’t be on a weekend
because it would interfere with
the Sabbath. So, there is our
separation of church and state
for you”
“Election Day should be a
national holiday. We have many
days turned into holidays for all
sorts of reasons. Why not election day?”
“A workplace should respect
your time to vote, it is respected
here at Saint Mary’s”
“Personally, it’s frustrating
but do-able. I have work on
Tuesdays and I’ll have to go vote
during my lunch break”
“It wouldn’t matter if it was
on a national holiday”
“If Election Day was moved
to the weekend, I think any gain
in new voters would be coun-

SAINT MARY’S COLLEGE is hosting a polling station, which will be in the Soda Center from 7am-8pm. Vote! (Photo courtesy of the RAND Corporation)

teracted. On a weekday, people
are already out and about. On
a weekend, people are usually
inside and might forget to vote”
“Three alternatives to make
voting better: make it a national
holiday, have it in a period of
three days instead of one, or ideally, be able to vote online using
finger print scanners”
“Being on a work day makes it
harder for people to vote”
“Voting on a Tuesday has been

built into our culture, but I don’t
see anything wrong with it since
people can vote absentee”
“Doesn’t matter, I’m going to
vote by mail”
“Having it on Tuesday is problematic because, if the election
goes badly, it will ruin the rest
of my week. I’m glad it’s not on
a Monday though”
“It’s sort of archaic, it could
probably be moved to the weekend”

Campus Chatterbox is a biweekly column which takes in the
public opinion on the trivial and
the not so trivial. The Chatterbox
always asks participants to keep
opinions a sentence or so, but
the Chatterbox also understands
that sometimes an opinion requires a five minute monologue.
We try our best to condense this
opinion down to a palatable
length while still retaining the
original thought. Please email
jmt14@stmarys-ca.edu with
topic ideas.
Remember to go out and vote!
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CULTURE
Christmas melodies, always appropriate
BY CAMILLA MARAIS
CULTURE EDITOR
As the weather turns cold and
the leaves change colors, Californians begin to enjoy what we consider to be autumn. It’s the season
of hot cider, pumpkin patches, and
Harry Potter marathons. As I’ve
relished this season on the West
Coast over the last 19 years of my
life, I have enjoyed the coziness
the chill brings. However, I have
not let the warmth and joy of the
holiday season bring me to this
detrimental point — the point
where I whip out the Christmas
music before Thanksgiving. I
truly adore Christmas, everything
from the Christmas Eve service to
Michael Bublé. I love the Hallmark
Christmas movies and making
mass batches of peppermint hot
chocolate for my family. However,
to keep this tradition special and
merry, I limit my Christmas music
to post-Turkey Day only. That is,
until this past fall came around.
On my way home from midterm
break, the sky was dark, the wind
was cold, and the drive was long.
The only thing I could think of
to make the drive bearable and
my heart cheerful was the song
“It’s Beginning to Look a Lot Like
Christmas.” Cautiously, I pulled up
Bing Crosby’s cover and turned up
my car volume. I smiled as I sang,
and the holiday spirit made the
drive so much better. Since then, a
day hasn’t gone by where I haven’t
played at least one Christmas song.
I know I am going against many
standards, especially since Halloween literally just happened. All
I know is that when I gave in to the
warmth and cheer of the Christmas season, my autumn got so
much better. The Atlantic shares
the society’s view on Christmas
music through a situation with
Idina Menzel, regarding the debut
of her Christmas album before
Halloween, “I have very strong
feelings. The album comes out
October 14. I think that’s ridicu-

BY ADRIANA AVILA
STAFF WRITER

MARIAH CAREY’S ICONIC ALBUM should be celebrated year round and not limited to the lone month of December. (Courtesy of My Merry Christmas)

lous! I don’t understand. I’ve been
asking the label to tell me why.
Apparently that’s when people
start buying stuff for Christmas.
Okay, that’s cool, but I’m barely
into Halloween with my son! I
completely understand if people
aren’t ready for it until Thanksgiving. That’s when Christmas comes
alive for me.” The most important
part of that quote comes in the last
two words: “for me.” Christmas
music is designed to fit in one
specific season for Menzel. Others may—and in my case, do—feel
differently. Essentially, Christmas
music should be a treat enjoyed
year-round. Here are four reasons
why you should join me.
1. It makes everyone feel
warm and cozy
Blogger Lauren Casper shared
the impact Christmas music has
on her, “Christmas music came
pouring through the speaker, and
while I nearly reached over to
change the station I instead found
myself turning to volume up. I
don’t remember what song was
playing but I do remember feeling
a small bit of peace as tears filled
my eyes. And so the Christmas
music continued to and from the
store. When I got home I turned

it on as I cooked dinner and every
day since then we’ve been listening
to Christmas music.” Essentially, it
is impossible to be discouraged,
frustrated, or dismayed when our
favorite holiday tunes are playing.
There’s no reason to hold back on
sharing that kind of joy, regardless
of the month or season.
2. Christmas music can cure
colds
This is true for several reasons.
First off, what is the sensation that
comes over you when Christmas
music is played? You want to get
cozy, relax, and have a hot beverage. Ironically enough, these
cravings rest your mind and body.
When you begin to feel under the
weather, throw “It’s Beginning
to Look at Lot Like Christmas”
on the track, and watch as your
body naturally becomes inclined
to bundle up, take it easy, and sip
on some hot fluids. Also, the music will make you want to watch
Christmas movies, which will also
get you settled on your couch and
on the mend. So if anyone is giving
you a hard time for blasting “Santa
Baby” in September, tell them it’s
doctor’s orders.
3. Holiday cookies taste better with Christmas music

This is a scientific fact. Everyone
loves cookies, but nothing hits
the spot like Christmas cookies.
Whether it’s your grandmother’s
chocolate chip, or your aunt’s Italian biscotti, Christmas cookies fill
any gaping holes in the heart with
their buttery goodness. You might
ask, “How does one turn a regular
cookie into a Christmas cookie?”
I’m so glad you asked. By infusing
your aura with holiday spirit; the
baked goodness you can enjoy
daily becomes a holiday treat.
4. It’s music that everyone
can sing along to (It’s G - Rated!)
Too often, you find yourself with
both the aux chord, and your sixyear-old cousin in the back seat.
You are in charge of the jams, and
really want to play something to
get the whole car going. You could
play some Kanye, but would risk
scarring the children for life.
You could play something mild,
but then everyone will just think
you’re a loser, and you won’t get
the aux given to you ever again.
What’s the solution to this dilemma? Christmas music. It is proven
to be impossible not to sing along
to “Sleigh Ride”, and “Santa Baby”
is about as scandalous as it gets for
these holiday jams.

Ecochella enlightens Take a classics break
BY NATASHA YERRAMILLI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Two Fridays ago, Saint Mary’s
held its first Ecochella concert, featuring a solar powered
stage. Trapdoor Social, Vista
Kicks, and The Generations
performed.
The Ecochella concert was
not what I expected. I imagined the event would be huge,
contain large crowds of people,
flashing lights , and generally
become a crazed party.
Nevertheless, the bands were
very talented, passionate, and
energetic. Some of the songs
were soulful, with good lyrics
and a great beat. They were
songs that the audience could
dance to and enjoy.
On the other hand, some rock
n’ roll was thrown into the mix.
A few songs were alternativeindie rock, like the kind you
would hear at an open mic in a
young, hip, coffee shop.
There were small tables with
snacks and the ambience was
welcoming and classy.

SF’s Cafe
St. Jorge
brings the
spice

The hall was decorated beautifully with vibrant and fun decor (courtesy of both the Green
Gaels and the Campus Activities
Board).
It was a low-key, casual, and
fun night, where people could
come and go as they pleased.
There were tables behind the
dance floor where people could
stand and watch the band.
There were also chairs lined
against the wall, so people
could just sit back and enjoy
the show.
The band was comfortable
and enjoyed what they were doing, which made it more enjoyable for the audience.
Saint Mary’s event was run
completely on environmentally
friendly energy sources. The
trash and garbage that often
accompanies large concerts was
absent.
Ecochella was a fun way to
bring our campus tog ether
while simultaneously promoting sustainability. It would
make an excellent annual tradition at Saint Mary’s.

BY SOFIA JEREMIAS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Before you know it finals will
be over and the much anticipated winter break will be upon
us. You’ll have a month to sit
back and maybe, just maybe, you
might want to pick up a book or
two. I’ve made it my mission to
read one lengthy classic every
winter/Jan term and here are a
few worth diving into.
War & Peace
Everyone has heard of it.
It’s convenient for making bad
literary puns. The 1,200 page
mammoth is intimidating. Plus,
what’s up with this guy Leo Tolstoy? He’s Russian? Make the
plunge, it is a journey you won’t
regret. Tolstoy will make you
weep over the troubles of Natasha Rostov, Prince Andrei, and
Count Bezuhkov. He dissects
humanity and leaves us to make
sense of the chaos.
The Way We Live Now
Trollope’s satire is fright-

eningly prescient in light of
Trump’s campaign. This novel
takes you through the rise and
fall of a businessman turned
politician. Trollope presents the
reader with characters we love
to hate (trust me there’s a lot of
them). From conniving writers
to drunken, sleazy nobleman
“The Way We Live Now” will
keep you occupied during the
months of hibernation.
Speak, Memory
Another Russian author, infamous for his novel “Lolita,”
recounts growing up in and
eventually leaving a revolutionary Russia. “Speak, Memory” is
an autobiography like no other,
as the author leads us through
on a non-linear journey of his
memories. From his encounters
with synesthesia to his life-long
love of lepidoptery, the book
is an absolute delight. Plus, it
is not nearly as long as Tolstoy
or Trollope’s epics. Nabokov’s
use of language reflect the considerations of an off the cuff
semiotician.

Let me introduce you to a cafe
very near and dear to my heart:
Cafe St. Jorge. I was raised in a family that partook in many cultural
events organized by PortugueseAmerican groups in the Central Valley. I discovered that, over the years
of attending and participating in the
events, I had developed a passion for
my Portuguese culture and traditions. After moving to the Bay Area
for college, I wanted to find ways to
continue living out my passions. So
I started searching for a place that
brought me back to my Portuguese
roots. That’s when I found Cafe
St. Jorge. The cafe is very inviting.
Many of the tables are situated close
to each other, maximizing not only
the given space, but the chance of
making a new friend. A variety of
photographs and art hang on the
blue and white walls of the room.
Above the tables hang string lights
that add warmth to the room.
The cafe is set on Mission Street
in San Francisco. Some Portuguese
people have compared the city of
San Francisco to Lisbon, the capital
of Portugal, when they notice the
similarities between the cable car’s,
suspension bridges, steep hills, and
most especially, the big coffee shop
culture. Cafe St. Jorge, named after
the island of São Jorge of the Açores,
incorporates Portuguese aesthetics
with both Portuguese and American
food and drink options. Everything
you wish you could have for brunch
everyday–Cafe St. Jorge has it.
Simple bread and cheese boards,
toast packed with a topping of
your choice, warm baked goods, all
paired with a coffee, tea, or other
beverage of choice are sure to make
any day a good one.
Come in hungry or ready to take
something home.
A warm cup of Stumptown coffee poured in a little blue and white
mug pairs beautifully with a freshly
baked pastry or a Tosta Mista, a
classic Portuguese grilled sandwich
made with Zoe’s ham and Topo
cheese. Cafe St. Jorge has a wide
range of vegan and gluten free options in their baked goods section,
as well as their breakfast and lunch
options. Recently, I tried their
famous avocado and chilli toast
and paired it with a passion fruit
Somol, a popular Portuguese soda,
and was not disappointed with my
decision. The menu description
matched exactly what was on my
plate. Before me laid a colossal slice
of wheat toast topped with avocado
and a dash of chilli flakes. The person at the table next to me watched
as I struggled to photograph the
deliciousness before me. To satisfy
my sweet tooth, I ordered a pasteis
de nata, a Portuguese egg tart. The
tart tasted just like the ones I grew
up with. Another great decision.
When you go, remember to grab
a free postcard and some stickers
that may or may not have Drake
on them on your way out, because
they’ll serve as a little reminder to
visit the cafe again.
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SPORTS
Gaels celebrate Senior Day, defeat LMU

Sports
this week
MEN’S SOCCER

Sat. @ Portland, 7:00 p.m.
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL

WOMEN’S SOCCER celebrated senior: Julia McDonald, Jessica Imbrie, Sam Dion, Morgan Darling, Kiana Quarles, and Mary Fraser on Saturday (shown aboveleft to right). (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

BY ALEX CROOK
STAFF WRITER
Despite all the ups and downs
throughout this year’s Saint
Mary’s women’s soccer team, from
a 2-0 upset over No. 12 California
to a five-game losing streak, there
is always Senior Day to send the
six women who have given their
all out on top.
Jackie Dutton’s 55-minute goal
made the difference in a Saturday
afternoon 2-1 win over Loyola
Marymount that sent the 2016
women’s senior class out on top—
and against a high-quality LMU
team, nonetheless.
“This is a great way for the seniors to finish,” Saint Mary’s head
coach Travis Clarke said. “That’s
[Loyola Marymount] one of the

top teams in the country right now.
If you look at three of the last four
games, they were against teams
like that and we were able to win,
so it’s a really good way to go out.”

Saint Mary’s

2

LMU

1

The other goal came in the
first half off of the foot of Hannah
Diaz, who hadn’t skipped a beat
since her two-goal performance
last weekend in a 3-1 win over San
Diego.
“We came into this game really
up on a high and it just transferred
through,” Diaz said. “We pulled a

lot of adrenaline into this game.
It’s our last game—our bodies are
tired and somehow we came out
with two wins so I’m really proud
of everyone, really glad we could
do that for our seniors.”
Julia McDonald made six saves
against the Lions, including one off
of a free kick that almost dribbled
back into her net, and now departs
Saint Mary’s as the third player
in school history with 200 saves.
“Honestly it’s sad,” the British
Columbia native admitted, “but
it’s a new beginning at the same
time. I’m just looking forward to
whatever the future brings.”
McDonald’s only allowed goal
came just before halftime as Jill
Farley sent the equalizer into the
far right corner. It was a tough
one to swallow for the Gaels, who

counted on putting the Lions on
their heels heading into the break.
LMU came out of halftime wanting to spoil the festivities, holding a
10-2 shot advantage and 4-1 advantage on corner kicks throughout
the final 45 minutes. Still, Dutton
was able to net her first of the year
for the win.
“It feels great,” Diaz said. “To
give the seniors what they’ve given
in four years, unmatchable. It’s
really good to let them go on that.”
Saint Mary’s celebrated six
seniors on Saturday: goalkeeper
Julia McDonald, defensive midfielder Jessica Imbrie, midfielder
Samantha Dion, forward Morgan
Darling, forward Kiana Quarles,
and forward Mary Fraser.
The Gaels Finished the season
5-13-2 overall and 3-6 in WCC play.

AP releases Top 25 College Basketball Poll
BY KIMBERLY PASCHAL
SPORTS EDITOR
The 2016-2017 NCAA basketball
season officially begins on Friday,
November 11. Each year, the Associated Press releases a preseason and
weekly poll on the top 25 teams in
men’s basketball poll. The AP basketball poll started on January 20,
1949 and has never missed a release
of the poll. Among college basketball
fans, the AP poll is one of the most
well respected rankings because the
majority, if not all, of the teams in the
poll throughout the season end up
in the NCAA Tournament. Teams
are selected to the poll by receiving
votes based on a points system. AP
writes, “A team receives 25 points
for a first-place vote, 24 points for a
second-place vote and so on through
one point for a 25th-place vote and
previous ranking.”
For the preseason poll, the top
25 men’s basketball teams, in order
from the number one spot to the
number 25 spot are Duke, Kentucky,
Kansas, Villanova, Oregon, North
Carolina, Xavier, Virginia, Wisconsin, Arizona, Indiana, Michigan
State, Louisville, Gonzaga, Purdue,
UCLA, Saint Mary’s, Connecticut,
Syracuse, West Virginia, Texas,
Creighton, Rhode Island, Iowa State
and Maryland.
Duke received 1,612 points and 58
first-place votes to take the number
one spot. Despite an advancing to
the Sweet Sixteen, Duke did not

VILLANOVA celebrates dramatic win over North Carolina. (Courtesy of newsday.com)

perform as well as many hoped. This
season they lost Marshall Plumlee
to graduation, Brandon Ingram
declared for the 2016 NBA Draft,
and Derryck Thornton transferred
to USC. Despite these changes in
Duke’s arsenal, they are arguably
one of the most talented teams
in college basketball this season.
With the return of Grayson Allen
and Amile Jefferson and arguably
the top two in the country Jayson
Tatum and Harry Gilles III, Duke
will be a force to be reckoned with
this season.
The Kentucky Wildcats lost a lot
of talent last year with the departures of Tyler Ulis, Jamal Murray,
Marcus Lee and Skal Labissiére.
Despite these departures, Kentucky
can still count on seniors Derek Willis, Dominique Hawkins, and Mychal

Mulder for perimeter shooting. If
Kentucky is a good as John Calipari
says, they will be a team to look out
for this season.
The Kansas Jayhawks open their
season on Friday, November 11
against the Indiana Hoosiers at
6:00pm. The Jayhawks lost a good
amount of last season’s team with
the departures of players like Perry
Ellis and Wayne Selden, Jr. With the
No. 2 recruit in the country this season, Josh Jackson, the Jayhawks can
achieve much success this season.
Kansas also has veterans like Frank
Mason III and Devonte’ Graham
to lead the team in the backcourt.
If the Jayhawks can solidfy their
perimeter shooting, they will be a
threat in the NCAA.
Duke, Kentucky, and Kansas are
the top three teams to look out for,

but some up-and-coming teams
to watch out for are the Gonzaga
Bulldogs and the Saint Mary’s Gaels.
These two teams constantly battle
it out in the WCC. Although the
Bulldogs have a slightly stronger
schedule than the Gaels when it
comes to non-conference play, both
play the same teams during conference action.
In recent years, the WCC has
gained more and more recognition
with the rise of these two teams.
The Gaels in particular are one team
to watch out for this season. With a
No. 17 preseason rank and the first
time to be ranked by the AP poll in
the preseason, the Gaels are a force
to be reckoned with. The Gaels return their entire offensive arsenal.
Gonzaga may have lost Domantas
Sabonis to the NBA Draft, but they
now have Przemak Karnowski. Karnowski only played five games in the
2015-2016 season due to injury, but
his 7’ 1” 300 pound frame is a huge
addition to Gonzaga. The Gaels and
the Bulldogs will undoubtedly fight
it out in the WCC.
With upsets a common occurrence in NCAA basketball, all of the
top 25 teams by AP can fall at any
time. The 2015-2016 college basketball season ended with a buzzerbeater by Villanova’s Kris Jenkins
to lift the Wildcats to a 77-74 win
over North Carolina. With such an
exciting end to last season, one can
only hope the 2016-2017 season will
be filled with as much excitement.

Thurs. @ Pacific, 7:00p.m.
Gaels fall to BYU and USD,
look to win last home match.
MEN’S BASKETBALL

Fri. vs Nevada, 8:00p.m.
The highly anticipated men’s
basketball season tips off
with a home opener.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Fri. vs Cal, 5:30p.m.
Sun. @ Washington
State, 1:00p.m.
The Gaels open the season
at home, travel to Pacific
Northwest for first road game.
CROSS COUNTRY
Fri., NCAA West Regional,
Sacramento, CA
MEN’S RUGBY
Sat. vs Chico State, 1:00p.m.
ROWING
Sat., Head of the Lagoon,
Sacramento. CA
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Krebs ready to take Gaels to new heights

TANNER KREBS (SHOWN STANDING THIRD FROM THE LEFT) contributed to much of the Gaels energy from the bench last season. (Courtesty of SMC Gaels)

BY ALEX CROOK
STAFF WRITER
Saint Mary’s head coach Randy
Bennett and preseason all-WCC
member Joe Rahon were put in
the hot seat at last weekend’s
West Coast Conference Tip-Off
in El Segundo, with the question
being who this year’s under-theradar X-factor would be. After a
brief stint of silence, Bennett gave
his answer: redshirt freshman
Tanner Krebs.
Now with the program’s 108
season on the horizon, meet the
man who is sure to make an impact as big as his 6-foot-6, 200
lb. frame as the Gaels enter the
season ranked, in the 17 spot, by
the Associated Press for the first
time in team history.
“It’s nice to get recognition,”
Krebs says of Bennett and Ra-

hon’s regard for him, “but in the
end, I’ve got to go out there and
perform now. I think I’m doing
something right so now I’m not
so unnoticed, now that they said
that, but I’m looking to going
out there and playing. It’s been
a while, it’s been a year since I
played – I had to sit out last year–
but I think I’m ready.”
Krebs is a part a well-documented Australian pipeline
to Moraga that includes NBA
champions Patty Mills and Matthew Dellavedova. He’s one of
seven on this year’s team and the
eighteenth to come through the
secluded East Bay town since
Adam Caporn in 2001-02.
“It’s got a great reputation,”
Krebs says, “especially here at
Saint Mary’s with guys like Patty
and Delly – just great examples
of Australians who have gone

through the pipeline, come here
and then had succeeded in the
NBA.”
Krebs watched from the bench
as his teammates proceeded to
claim their second West Coast
Conference regular season title
in 18 years and a trip to the third
round of the National Invitational
Tournament. Now, with the green
light for playing time, Krebs is
relishing the opportunity to get
Saint Mary’s back to the NCAA
Tournament for the first time
since the 2011-2012 season.
“Personally, I’m excited just to
hit the court and play,” he says.
“As I said before, it’s been a long
time since I stepped on the court
and played. From a team standpoint, [the key is] just having
success again. I think we have a
really good team.”
Krebs’ absence from Bennett’s

rotation last year wasn’t enough
to keep him from being involved.
Alongside teammate Calvin Hermanson, Krebs served on the
Saint Mary’s Student-Athlete
Advisory Committee (SAAC), a
group of student-athletes dedicated to helping engage Saint
Mary’s students with the school’s
athletic culture.
Before he became a Gael, Krebs
studied at the University of Canberra Senior Secondary College
Lake Ginninderra – the very
school that produced NBA champion and former Golden State
Warriors center Andrew Bogut.
It may not be the Australian
Institute of Sport that farmed
Mills and Dellavedova, but Krebs’
basketball training at Lake Ginninderra has prepared him just
as well for Division 1 basketball
and the student-athlete life in

general.
“They take the best kids in Australia and they put them together
in a college kind of environment
where we go to school, we train
three times a day, we lift weights,
so it’s really full-on,” Krebs explains. “We’re competing day in
and day out against the best players at your age in the country. You
get better, you get stronger, but
you also get that juggling school
and basketball, so I think that
helped me a lot.”
Krebs committed to Saint
Mary’s a full six months before
graduating high school, citing
the school’s winning culture as a
strong deciding factor.
“We’re a winning program,” he
says, “and that’s really appealing,
so I knew I could see myself here,
I knew it was the right fit, so I
pulled the trigger early and said
I was going to come here.”
Also playing into the decision
was the tight-knit community
here at Saint Mary’s, where former players like Diamon Simpson
and Omar Samhan will nonchalantly walk in unannounced and
chat with current Gaels about
their experiences.
“It’s good to see that because
that’s what we’re trying to
achieve,” Krebs says, “and just to
learn off them and talk to them
about their experiences is kind of
cool and I think that’s really key.
That’s why I think Saint Mary’s
has great success, because we
have guys like that who are setting
the example and then we follow
and it’s just a continuing process.”
Saint Mary ’s has garnered
ranking after ranking leading up
to this Friday’s season opener
against Nevada. Yet, that doesn’t
faze Krebs. Whether the setting
is Moraga, Provo, or Spokane,
Krebs is ready to answer the call
and make the Gaels dance again.

Men’s soccer defeats Gonzaga on Senior Day, keep title hopes alive
BY ALEX CROOK
STAFF WRITER
Saint Mary’s entered Senior
Day third in the West Coast
Conference, requiring a little
help along the way to earn their
first conference title since 2011.
Those chances remained alive
and well on Sunday afternoon
after the Gaels downed rival
Gonzaga 3-1 at Saint Mary ’s
Stadium.
It was the final game for three
seniors: Alex Braman, Lukas
Isaacson and Rafael Sanchez.
“First and foremost,” Gaels
head coach Adam Cooper said,
“I’m very happy for those three
seniors. I’m glad we could send
them out with a win, I’m glad
we could go through conference
undefeated at home this year for
those guys. They’ve been a huge
part of our program for the last
four and five years for ‘Luch’
(Lukas Isaacson).”
The win gives the Gaels 12
points in the conference with
one game remaining, giving
them a strong chance to finish
in the top four of the West Coast
Conference for the sixth year
in a row.
“Overall, I thought we did
what we had to do to get a result
today and it was good,” Cooper

MEN’S SOCCER celebrated seniors Lukas Isaacson, Alex Braman, and Rafael Sanchez (shown left to right) on Sunday. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

said. “You always want to have
something to play for on the last
weekend of the season.”

Saint Mary’s

3

Gonzaga

1

Joseph Restani and Anders
Engebretsen found the back of
the net for Saint Mary’s, both be-

ing class finishers. After Engebretsen picked off a Gonzaga attacker, Restani took it the length
of the field and squeezed it past
Toby Holstein for the 1-0 lead
midway through the first half.
Engebretsen’s second half
goals were the epitome of cool,
calm and collected, settling a
cross at his feet and finding the
near post to give Saint Mary’s
the lead back after Gonzaga
equalized just before the halftime break. Not bad for a guy

who was injured for many of the
season’s opening weekends.
“It was good to get on the
scoresheet,” Engebretsen said,
“and help the team and the
seniors to get off from Saint
Mary’s with a win and keep us
in the title hope for West Coast
Conference.”
At the same time the Gaels
were battling Gonzaga, Portland fell to Pacific 1-0 to keep
alive the Gaels’ hopes at their
first WCC title since 2011. Now,

the Gaels head north to try and
finish what they set out to do
when the season began three
months ago.
“ You’ve got to win,” Cooper said. “You’re playing for a
championship, playing for the
tournament. You’ve got to go
in there with the right spirit,
right mindset. You can’t go on
the road and just tie, you’ve got
to go on the road and get a win.”
Cooper said his team is excited about the possibility of
reaching the postseason for the
first time in five years. They’ve
been a household name in the
top four of the final table in recent years, but haven’t recently
tasted the opportunity to play
for a longer season on the final
day.
“It’s going to be a great passion,” Engebretsen said. “I love
the fans and the big stadium, so
I’m really looking forward to it.
We said before the season that
it’d be great to have a season
final there to fight for a West
Coast Conference championship, so now we’re going there
to do it and it’ll be a nice experience.”
The Gaels visit Portland on
Saturday at 7:00pm. The game
can be livestreamed from GaelVision.

